
even completely mapped yet, never mind ripe for quantification. How 
do multiple basic-research findings accumulate into useful technol-
ogy, for example? How do discoveries in one geographical region 
influence innovation in another?

Most of the attempts to count the economic benefits of investment 
in science have been derived from the efforts of lobbying groups and 
funding agencies to justify science spending. The few studies that 
have made a genuine attempt objectively to assess the economic out-
comes of research — such as the 2008 UK study Medical Research: 
What’s it Worth? — have highlighted vast swathes of uncertainty.

In the United States, there are moves afoot to do better. Physicist 
John Marburger, when he was running the White House Office of 
Science and Technology Policy during the George W. Bush admin-
istration, launched a number of measures to fill the gap, including an 
$8-million National Science Foundation programme to fund research 
into the science of science and innovation policy. But, as Marburger 
himself admits, this is a long-term research project; when officials 
claim that such investigations will next year yield useful data about 
the impact of President Barack Obama’s 2009 stimulus package, they 

are promising more than what economics is likely to deliver.
That observation is reinforced by the experience of Europe, where 

economic competitiveness has been a constant concern for policy-
makers, and where assessing the economic outcome of investments 
in science has been a major priority of research agencies for 20 years. 
That effort has led to a lot of interesting questions, but no solid guid-
ance for policy-makers wondering how much to spend on research 
or what exactly they should spend their money on.

In time, the innovation ecosystem will be better understood. Mean-
while, researchers should do themselves a favour by cooperating with 
the good-faith efforts of economists and sociologists to improve that 
understanding. They should also comply with apparently tiresome 
demands from funding agencies for more complete information about 
how they spend their grants, their interactions with colleagues and 
their ‘outputs’ such as publications, patents and commercial benefits.

And in the public arena, scientists should talk like scientists and 
desist from using dodgy numbers to bolster the already powerful case 
for research spending to be maintained, or even increased, during 
difficult economic times. ■

A question of trust
The re-auditing of accounts from the closed Sixth 
Framework Programme is generating hostility.

The rules that guide how member nations participate in the 
multibillion-euro Framework programmes of research run by 
the European Union (EU) are complex, confusing and in urgent 

need of simplification — and nothing illustrates that better than the 
ongoing ‘re-audit’ of the Sixth Framework Programme (FP6). The 
programme closed in 2006, but in recent months several national 
research agencies have been accused of cheating by the European 
Commission, the EU’s executive arm, and have been asked to pay 
back grant money worth millions of euros.

The affair began last year, when pressure from the European Court 
of Auditors led the commission to re-audit sample files from those 
national research agencies that had handled the largest numbers 
of FP6 projects. The re-audit unearthed many cases of what the 
commission insists are irregularities, mainly in personnel costs and 
overheads. In those cases in which the same irregularities were found 
in each of the sampled files from an agency, the commission assumed 
them to be systematic and demanded that the money be returned. 
For a research agency such as France’s CNRS, which handled nearly 
900 FP6 projects, the sums being disputed amount to tens of millions 
of euros.

The agencies, however, are incensed. They maintain that they 
operated with the commission’s approval, following an interpreta-
tion of the FP6 rules that allowed them to use their own customary 
national accounting and management practices. Now, they say, the 
commission has reinterpreted the rules after the fact, and has used 
the re-audit to impose penalties on the same customary practices it 
previously approved.

The exercise has become expensive for all concerned. The accused 

research agencies are having to allocate already-scarce resources 
to a check of all their individual files, trying to prove that they did 
nothing wrong. And the commission has had to hire extra staff to 
assist with the unanticipated re-audits — to the point that the enter-
prise is costing much more money than the commission could ever 
expect to gain though repayments.

Worse is the loss of good will. Some research organizations say that 
their scientists are becoming wary of involvement with Framework 
programmes for fear of future unforeseeable bombshells. The mood 
is not helped by the commission’s proclamation that only errors in its 
own favour are subject to correction — those financial mistakes that 
would require a repayment to project scientists cannot be reimbursed 
because the FP6 is officially closed.

Both sides had hoped that the rules of participation would be clearer 
for the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7). The commission had 
promised to grant ‘methodology certificates’ to institutes whose 
customary practices it explicitly accepts. But as that seven-year pro-
gramme reaches its halfway point, virtually no certificates have been 
awarded because the commission still lacks a confident understanding 
of its own rules — and that leaves the FP7 as vulnerable as the FP6.

The FP6 re-audit debacle will probably be concluded behind closed 
doors; neither the commission nor the research agencies seem to want 
a public scandal. In the meantime, there is — at last — broad political 
will to simplify the rules of the Eighth Framework Programme (FP8), 
set to launch in 2014.

This simplification must be accompanied by an infusion of 
institutional trust. On the whole, scientists are not potential criminals; 
they need to be attracted to, not repelled by, Framework programmes. 
Like all public funds, Framework money must be accounted for appro-
priately — but heavy-handed, after-the-fact meddling is not the best 
way to do it. Straightforward audits that are based on clear, consistent 
and agreed rules are a much better approach. It is too late for the FP6, 
and perhaps too late for the FP7. But the FP8 should treat researchers 
with the trust and dignity they need to do their best work. ■
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